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                                “Now that I was off to graduate school for a Master’s in music performance, I managed to convince my parents it was high time we found a better violin. I tried four violins with famous Italian names from famous dealers on the East Coast, and then I played on the new violin made by my long-time, hometown friend Anne Cole. My college teacher and friends all agreed Anne’s was definitely the winner—and at less than one-fifth the price of its big-name competitors, you can imagine how my parents felt!
                                

                                “Anne’s Yojo Lazuli violin received constant compliments during my two years at Yale for its lovely rich tone and the stunning beauty of its workmanship. Then, when it helped me win an audition for the Minnesota Orchestra, one member told me, ‘I was sure that was an Italian fiddle.’”
                                

                                --David Wright
                                


                            
                        


                    

                



                

                    Violins


                    
                        Big tone, sweet yet powerful, mellow but zinging with an edge that cuts to the back of any hall. That's the sound quality I strive for with every instrument varying in different aspects and degrees of intensity depending on the design or personal request.
                        


                        Violins start at $25,000.
                        


                    

                    Click on images below for details.
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                        Read An American Master Violinmkaker at Work, an article from Forbes Magazine about Anne.
                        


                        Read  The Art of Violin Making—A modern luthier crafts her own tradition, an article from Strings Magazine about Anne.
                        


                        
                            “No modern maker, in my opinion, embodies the essence of the old masters, the vision, the creativity,
                            the instinctive tonal mastery, better than Anne Cole.”
                            

                            --Joel Becktell
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